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Abstract: Recently, the JPEG working group (ISO/IEC JTC1 SC29 WG1) developed an international
standard, JPEG 360, that specifies the metadata and functionalities for saving and sharing 360-degree
images efficiently to create a more realistic environment in various virtual reality services. We
surveyed the metadata formats of existing 360-degree images and compared them to the JPEG 360
metadata format. We found that existing omnidirectional cameras and stitching software packages
use formats that are incompatible with the JPEG 360 standard to embed metadata in JPEG image files.
This paper proposes an easy-to-use tool for embedding JPEG 360 standard metadata for 360-degree
images in JPEG image files using a JPEG-defined box format: the JPEG universal metadata box format.
The proposed implementation will help 360-degree cameras and software vendors provide immersive
services to users in a standardized manner for various markets, such as entertainment, education,
professional training, navigation, and virtual and augmented reality applications. We also propose
and develop an economical JPEG 360 standard compatible panoramic image acquisition system from
a single PTZ camera with a special-use case of a wide field of view image of a conference or meeting.
A remote attendee of the conference/meeting can see the realistic and immersive environment
through our PTZ panorama in virtual reality.

Keywords: JPEG systems; JPEG 360; metadata; 360-degree image; PTZ camera; panorama

1. Introduction

The use of images from multi-sensor devices such as multi-camera smartphones and
360-degree capturing cameras is increasing. Such devices are now widely available to
consumers with various applications [1,2]. A 360-degree image covers the omnidirectional
scene, which is created by stitching images captured by multiple sensors or cameras and
mapping them onto a 2D plane through a projection method. Several software packages
are used to stitch images to 360-degree images. Today, with millions of engaged users,
360-degree images and videos have gained immense popularity. There are many ben-
efits of 360-degree images. Users can feel like they are on-site while off-site, enabling
better decision making, reducing the need for costly visits, and minimizing confusion and
ambiguity. The 360-degree images are used for training [3], tourism and marketing [4],
entertainment, education [5], navigation, virtual and augmented reality applications [6],
etc. There are many websites where 360-degree images are provided in spherical forms. In
addition, there are many viewer software packages available for use in viewing 360-degree
images. Some viewers are developed by camera makers; others are developed by third-
party software developers. Many web-based players are also available for use in viewing
360-degree images.

Viewers of 360-degree images must distinguish 360-degree image files from regular
image files. The most straightforward approach is to check the metadata in files. The
360-degree-image-related metadata are added to the image file in different formats depend-
ing on the capturing device. Some capturing devices add metadata using the embedded
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software provided by the manufacturer. For other devices, the addition of metadata is
carried out by external software packages. Different devices and software packages use
different formats for embedding metadata. Capturing devices provide images in different
file formats such as RAW, JPEG, PNG, BMP, GIF, TIFF, etc. The JPEG format, herein referred
to as JPEG-1, has been market-dominant since its introduction to the market [7]. In the
JPEG-1 image file format, application markers add metadata in images [8].

Image metadata play important roles in different aspects, such as image classifica-
tion [9] and the digital investigation process [10]. Similarly, in omnidirectional images,
metadata play a role in providing immersive and realistic feelings to the viewer. JPEG Sys-
tems, with multiple part specifications, is an international standard designed primarily for
metadata storage and protection methods for compressed continuous-tone photographic
contents [11]. Table 1 shows the status of each part of the JPEG Systems with the respective
International Standardization Organization (ISO) project numbers. Part 5 defines the JPEG
universal metadata box format (JUMBF). It defines special content type boxes and the
syntax to embed or refer to generic metadata in the JPEG image files. JUMBF is a box-based
universal format for various types of metadata [12]. Part 6 defines the use of the JPEG
360 Content Type JUMBF super box and defines the structure and syntax of an extensible
markup language (XML) box for 360-degree image metadata [13]. The ISO/IEC 19566-6
(JPEG 360) is the standard for 360-degree images and builds upon the features of JUMBF,
which provides a universal format to embed any type of metadata in any box-based file
format. JUMBF itself is built on the ISO/IEC box file format 18477-3, and it provides
compatibility with JPEG File Interchange Format (JFIF) on ISO/IEC 10918-5 [14].

Table 1. Status of JPEG Systems ISO projects.

ISO Project No Title Status Publication Date

19566-1:2016
JPEG Systems—Part 1: Packaging of
information using codestream and

file formats
Technical report (TR) 2016-03

19566-2:2016 JPEG Systems—Part 2: Transport
mechanisms and packaging TR 2016-10

19566-3 JPEG Systems—Part 3: Feature list and
box type IDs Canceled

19566-4:2020 JPEG Systems—Part 4: Privacy
and security International Standard (IS) 2020-03

19566-5:2019 JPEG Systems—Part 5: JPEG universal
metadata box format (JUMBF) IS 2019-07

19566-5:2019/AMD1

JPEG Systems—Part 5: JPEG universal
metadata box format

(JUMBF)—Amendment 1: Support for
embedding mixed code streams

IS 2021-06

19566-6:2019 JPEG Systems—Part 6: JPEG 360 IS 2019-07

19566-6:2019/AMD1

JPEG Systems—Part 6: JPEG
360—Amendment 1: Addition of new
JPEG 360 image types and accelerated

ROI rendering

IS 2021-06

19566-7 JPEG Systems—Part 7: JPEG linked
media format (JLINK) Final Draft IS IS expected on 2022-04

19566-8 JPEG Systems—Part 8: JPEG Snack Draft IS IS expected on 2022-10

Various smartphones and digital cameras have been released to easily capture and
share our daily lives in the current consumer electronics market. However, since these
devices store images along with metadata defined in different formats, it is necessary
to convert the form of metadata included in the image into the form required by the
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application providing the service for virtual reality (VR) or 360-degree image services.
To discard this unnecessary conversion of metadata formats, the JPEG working group
(WG) developed the JPEG 360 international standard to guarantee the use of standardized
metadata from the image-acquisition stage. In this context, as previously pointed out,
the conversion of numerous images existing in the JPEG-1-dominant digital imaging
environment to JPEG 360 is regarded as an essential task in continuing existing consumers’
applications and services. The 360-degree images or panorama-generation systems and
algorithms proposed in the literature mostly did not care about the metadata. Without
proper metadata, the real purpose of such images cannot be achieved. To the best of
the authors‘ knowledge, such an approach of implementing the emerging international
standard has not been attempted before. Our work enables the transformation of a large
amount of legacy 360-degree images into the standardized format, which provides a
market to use the format in a standard way, which was a goal of developing the JPEG 360
standard. In this work, we also propose a low-cost panorama-acquisition system from a
single pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera. Our PTZ panorama application is the practical use
case of our converter. The panorama will be compatible with the JPEG 360 standard and
help consumers in situations such as capturing a wide field of view image of a conference
or meeting. These days, because of COVID-19, virtual and online meetings/conferences
have replaced face-to-face meetings [15–17]. We believe that if our PTZ panorama, with
proper metadata values in the standard format, are shared with a remote attendee of a
conference/meeting, he/she can see the realistic and immersive environment by viewing
our PTZ panorama virtually.

This paper presents the implementation of JPEG 360 to convert conventional 360-degree
images to standard JPEG 360 images and the acquisition of the standard JPEG 360 panorama
using a single PTZ camera. Section 2 presents a brief overview of related work. In this sec-
tion, we introduce the JPEG-1 image coding standard and the JPEG-1 file structure. We also
introduce standard formats used for embedding application-specific metadata to a JPEG-1
file. In Section 3, we describe existing methods that 360-degree cameras and services use
to embed related metadata in image files as the output of our survey on metadata related
to spherical images and introduce our conversion algorithm. Our panorama-generation
system is also introduced in this section. In Section 4, the implementation of the JPEG 360
converter and PTZ panorama is described. Section 5 discusses the results. The last section
concludes this paper.

2. Related Work
2.1. Literature Review

As VR contents are increasingly used in many applications, research on the creation
and processing of the contents is also growing. In addition, 360-degree image and video
acquisition sensors are now easily accessible for consumers, which has gained the attention
of researchers for use in generating high-quality images.

Duan et al. [18] introduced an interesting study generating panoramas from a two-
dimensional sketch and proposed a spherical generative adversarial network (GAN) sys-
tem for stitching. The sketch, a concise geometric structure comprising about 7% of the
panoramic image, created a high-fidelity spherical image. Bertel et al. [19] introduced a
compact approach to capture high-quality omnidirectional panorama images with motion
parallax. They captured a 360-degree video using a handheld 360-degree video camera
with a selfie stick by rotating it for 3 or 10 s. They improved the visual quality by improving
the vertical distortion using deformable proxy geometry. Akimoto et al. [20] proposed a
GANs network to stitch a 360-degree image from its parts. They used a two-stage approach
with series-parallel dilated convolution layers. The result showed many distortions in
the output 360-degree image, as their approach is the initial step to generate a 360-degree
image from an unseen area input. Similarly, H. Ullah et al. [21] focused on cost effectiveness
and proposed a low-cost mono and stereo panorama automatic stitching system. For a
mono omnidirectional image, they presented a sensor kit mounted on a drone consisting
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of six cameras. For a stereo omnidirectional image, they proposed a cost-effective visual
sensor kit consisting of three cameras. For both systems, they developed their own stitching
software to achieve a good-quality image from both the objective and subjective perspec-
tive. Berenguel-Baeta et al. [22] presented a tool to create omnidirectional, synthetic, and
photorealistic images in various projection formats such as equirectangular, cylindrical,
dioptric, and equiangular with labeled information. The tool supports the generation of
datasets with depth and semantic information of the panoramas. These panoramas are syn-
thesized from a set of captures in a realistic virtual environment. Their depth and semantic
information can be used to train learning algorithms and test 3D vision approaches.

Parallel with the generation of panoramic contents, the processing of such content has
also drawn great attention. Researchers and developers process such content for different
purposes. Duanmu et al. [23] investigated the behavior of users while watching 360-degree
videos and proposed a novel dataset of users’ trajectories. They captured the viewing
trajectories of users using twelve 360-degree videos recorded on computers/laptops and
compared these computer-based trajectories with the existing head-mounted device (HMD).
It is stated that users have almost the same behavior and navigation when wearing an HMD
as when they watch 360-degree videos. Zhang et al. [24] studied a quality enhancement
of 360-degree images using deep neural networks based on GANs without changing
the image resolution. They designed a compact network employing a multi-frequency
structure with compressed Residual-in-Residual Dense Blocks and convolution layers from
each dense block. Zhu et al. [25] proposed a saliency predictor for panoramas to improve
the perceptual experience of the viewer by predicting head and eye movements. They
extracted features at different frequency bands and orientations using spherical harmonics
in the spherical domain and used these features to predict head and eye movements and
estimate the saliency. Adhuran et al. [26] researched coding efficiency. They used the
features of weighted Craster parabolic projection PSNR and proposed an algorithm for
residual weighting to reduce the residual magnitude for 360-degree video compression.
They also proposed a quantization parameter for optimization, which was used to reduce
the residuals’ magnitude reduction. They improved coding efficiency by 3.34% on average.

Some researchers also worked to improve VR contents’ quality assessment. To assess
the visual quality of the VR image, Kim et al. [27] proposed a VR quality score predictor and
human perception guider based on deep-learning methods. They encoded positional and
visual information regarding patches to obtain weight and quality scores. They predicted
the overall image quality score by aggregating the quality score of patches with a respective
weight of patches. Orduna et al. [28] used a full-reference video quality assessment metric:
Video Multimethod Assessment Fusion (VMAF) for 360-degree video assessment. They
proved that the VMAF is feasible for 360-degree videos without any specific training
and adjustment.

Most of the aforementioned studies focused on creating and processing virtual reality
content rather than remediating existing content. To the best of our knowledge, our work
is a novel approach that has not been addressed in the academia and the JPEG-dominant
digital imaging market. As our work is related to metadata in JPEG images, the coding
and file format of JPEG are introduced briefly.

2.2. JPEG-1 Image Coding Standard

JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Experts Group and is a joint WG of ISO and the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The JPEG-1 celebrated its twenty-fifth
anniversary in 2017 and is still dominant in the market [7]. The JPEG-1 image coding
standard is the most prominent codec and de facto image format for lossy compressed
photographic imagery in digital cameras and on the World Wide Web. Many researchers
agree that JPEG-1 leads the art and science of reducing the number of bits required to
describe an image. The conventional compression process of JPEG-1 is as follows [8,29]:

First, the input image’s color space, the RGB color space, is converted into luminance
(Y) and chrominance (Cb and Cr). Chrominance channels are subsampled. This conversion
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aims to achieve the maximum energy of the image into the luminance channel, as human
eyes are more sensitive to luminance than chrominance. The defined sampling factors are
4:4:4, 4:2:2 horizontal, 4:2:2 vertical, and 4:2:0 for the luminance and chrominance channels.
The most used subsampling factor is 4:2:0, in which the chrominance channel resolution is
reduced to 1/4. That is, for four luminance samples, one chrominance sample is maintained,
and the remaining chrominance samples are removed. Discrete cosine transform (DCT)
is applied to the partitioned 8 × 8 blocks of each channel, and transform coefficients are
calculated. Each coefficient of 8 × 8 blocks of each channel is quantized. Data reduction
and consequent data loss occur in this step. Luminance and chrominance channels are
quantized separately, with different quantization factors deciding the tradeoff between the
data reduction rate and the consequent degree of data loss. The run-length and Huffman
entropy coding scheme or arithmetic encoding scheme are the final steps after quantization.
In this step, the quantized DCT coefficients are encoded losslessly.

In the decoding process, these steps are performed in reverse order. The encoded
data are first decoded into 8 × 8 blocks of quantized DCT coefficients. Dequantization and
inverse 2D DCT are followed, and upsampling of Cb and Cr channels is performed based
on the sampling factors. Finally, a decoded image is obtained by recovering the color space
from YCbCr to the original color space.

2.3. JPEG-1 Image File Structure

The JPEG-1 standard defines a file format to store all the information necessary to
decode a codestream. The JPEG-1 file is structured using marker segments, as listed in
Table 2. All the parameters that are necessary for decoding are stored in specific markers.
A specified marker ID indicates the beginning of each marker segment bitstream. Any
number of markers may appear in any order in the JPEG-1 file. Each marker begins with
0xFF, followed by a byte, which indicates a marker type [29]. In the segment, two little
endianness formatted bytes follow the marker’s ID bytes, which are the length of the
segment. Generally, any type of user data can be embedded in the segment up to 64 K bytes
using JPEG-1 markers. Each segment has its own format and structure. Since this paper
focuses on the application-specific metadata for converting legacy 360-degree images to
JPEG 360 images, not on encoding and decoding related metadata, the related metadata
markers are introduced.

Table 2. List of common jpeg markers.

Short Name ID Bytes Name and Comments

SOI 0xFFD8 Start of the image

SOF0 0xFFC0 Start of the Frame Baseline DCT. Width, height, the number of the
components, and component’s subsampling are specified in this segment

SOF2 0xFFC2 Start of the Frame Progressive DCT. Width, height, the number of the
components, and component’s subsampling are specified in this segment

DHT 0xFFC4 Define Huffman Table(s)

DQT 0xFFDB Define Quantization Table(s)

DRI 0xFFDD Define Restart Interval. Specifies the interval between RSTn markers

SOS 0xFFDA Start of the scan. Top to bottom scan of the image

RSTn 0xFFDn (n = 0–7) Restart

APPn 0xFFEn Application-specific. Like EXIF/JFIF

COM 0xFFFE Comment

EOI 0xFFD9 End of the image

The JPEG standard specifies the start of the frame (SOF) and defines the Huffman
table (DHT), quantization table (DQT), and restart (RSTn) markers for metadata required
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for decoding the image codestream. It also specifies application (APPn) markers for
application-specific uses beyond the JPEG standard’s metadata.

The APP0 marker segment is specified for the JFIF (ISO/IEC 10918-5) format. JFIF
is used for the file-based interchange of images encoded according to the JPEG-1 image
coding standard [30]. It is mandatory that the JFIF APP0 marker segment follows the start
of the image (SOI) marker.

APP1 is also recorded after the SOI marker. If APP1 and APP0 marker segments
are both present, then APP1 follows APP0. The APP1 may hold the exchangeable image
file format (EXIF) or extendable metadata-platform (XMP)-formatted metadata. It can
be identified by the signature string present after the length bytes. EXIF is a standard
developed by the Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association.

The APP1 EXIF marker contains a length value and the identifying signature string.
The identifying signature string for the APP1 EXIF marker is ‘Exif\0\0’ (0x457896600000).
The metadata attribute information in EXIF is stored in a tagged image file format (TIFF)
structure [31]. TIFF structure consists of a TIFF header and a maximum of two image
file directories (0th IFD and 1st IFD). Compressed primary-image-related information is
stored in the 0th IFD. The first IFD may be used for thumbnail images. The IFD header has
information about byte order endianness of TIFF bytes and offset values for the first IFD.
The IFD structure follows the format consisting of 2 bytes for the number of fields count,
the next number of fields count times 12 bytes for the field arrays, and 4 bytes for the next
IFD offset value. Each of the 12 bytes fields consists of 2 bytes for a unique tag, 2 bytes for
the type, 4 bytes for the count, and 4 bytes for the offset value of the tag [32].

Another APP1 marker designates XMP packets embedded in the JPEG-1 file. Like
APP1 EXIF, APP1 XMP must appear before the SOF marker. The APP1 XMP marker also
contains the length value and the XMP-indicating name, ‘http://ns.adobe.com/xap/1.0/
\0’ (accessed on 1 October 2021). After this indicating name, a UTF-8-encoded XMP packet
is present [33]. XMP is an XML/resource-description-framework (RDF)-based metadata
format for generating, processing, and interchanging metadata. An instance of the XMP
data model is called an XMP packet.

The APP11 marker wraps JPEG XT boxes [14], as shown in Figure 1. Although the
JPEG-1 marker segment can carry data not more than 64 K bytes, there is a way that this box
can logically carry more than 64 K bytes of payload data. A box with payload data greater
than the capacity of the marker can be distributed into several APP11 marker segments.
Syntax elements of the marker segment are responsible for instructing the decoder to
combine the logically distributed boxes into one box. The ID assigned to the APP11 marker
segment is 0xFFEB [34].
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In the APP11 marker, the two-byte length (Le) of the complete marker segment, except
the marker’s ID, follows the ID bytes. The next two-byte field is the common identifier,
which is fixed to ‘JP’ or ‘0x4A50’ The next two-byte field is the box instance (En) number.
The number disambiguates payload data of the same box type and defines which payload
data are concatenated. The next four-byte field represents the packet sequence number
(Z). If the packet sequence number is different and the En is the same as the other APP11
marker segment’s number, then both segments logically belong to the same box.

http://ns.adobe.com/xap/1.0/\0
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After Z, the first four-byte field is the box length (LBox), which is the length of the
concatenated payload data. If the value of the LBox is 1, it means that an extended box
length (XLbox) field exists. The box type is represented by the next four-byte field. Box
types define the purpose of the payload data. If the size of the payload data of a box
exceeds the capacity of LBox, that is, 4 GB, then the XLbox field is used; otherwise, the
XLbox field will not exist. A box is a generic data container that has both types and payload
data. Some boxes may also contain other boxes. The box containing other boxes is called a
super box.

JUMBF provides a universal format for embedding and referring generic metadata
in JPEG files. JPEG Systems Part 5 defines the syntax of the JUMBF box and specifies
content types such as XML, JSON, Code Stream, and universally unique identifier (UUID).
A JUMBF is a super box that contains exactly one JUMBF description box followed by one
or more content boxes. Figure 2 presents the structure of the JUMBF super box. The type
specified for JUMBF super box is ‘jumb’ (0x6A756D62) [12].
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The behavior and content of the parent JUMBF box are provided by the JUMBF
description box. The type of the description box is ‘jumd’ (0x6A756D64). The contents
of the description box are defined as the first 16 bytes of UUID specifying the format of
child content boxes in the super box. The next to UUID is a one-byte field, ‘toggle’, which
signals the presence of label, ID, and signature fields in the description box. The size of the
label field is variable, and ID and signature fields are 4 and 256 bytes in size, respectively.
Table 3 lists the currently defined content-type boxes in JPEG Systems. New content type
boxes can be defined according to the needs of the JPEG WG or third party.

Table 3. Currently defined content type boxes in JPEG Systems.

No Box UUID Box Name Content Type
Box ID

Box ID
in Hex

1 0x6579D6FB-DBA2-446B-
B2AC-1B82FEEB89D1

Codestream
content-type box ‘jp2c’ 0x6A703263

2 0x786D6C20-0011-0010-
8000-00AA00389B71

XML
content-type box ‘xml\040′ 0x786D6C20

3 0x6A736F6E-0011-0010-
8000-00AA00389B71

JSON
content-type box ‘json’ 0x6A736F6E

4 0x75756964-0011-0010-
8000-00AA00389B71 UUID box ‘uuid’ 0x75756964

5 0x785F34B7-5D4B-474C-
B89F-1D99E0E3A8DD

JPEG 360 XML
metadata box ‘xml\040′ 0x786D6C20

3. Proposed Converter and PTZ Panorama

Several camera vendors produce different omnidirectional camera models. Each
camera model has its own features and specifications regarding the image resolution,
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number of sensors, type of sensors, dynamic range, and stitching of images. Many of
them provide images and videos up to 8 K resolution to the end-user. Most of these
cameras compress and store images using the JPEG-1 image format. We conducted a
survey to understand and compare how camera services or stitching software include
360-degree-image-related metadata in image files.

3.1. Metadata Survey in 360-Degree Images

We conducted a survey to verify how 360-degree related metadata are stored in the
JPEG-1 image file by different cameras and stitching software packages. In the survey,
we collected 360-degree images captured with different 360-degree cameras or stitched
using different stitching software. We analyzed images captured by 22 different cameras
and investigated the metadata of each image file for 360-degree-related metadata, and
found that all these cameras follow the GPano namespace. The GPano metadata schema is
serialized and stored using W3C RDF expressed in XML. The XMP UTF-8-encoded packet
is encapsulated in the APP1 marker with the identification signature http://ns.adobe.com/
xap/1.0/\0, accessed on 1 October 2021.

3.2. GPano Metadata Schema

GPano is a method used to embed metadata regarding spherical and cylindrical
images. It provides the namespace URI http://ns.google.com/photos/1.0/panorama/
(accessed on 1 October 2021), which defines metadata properties [35]. GPano 360-degree-
related properties are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. GPano metadata properties.

No Property Name Type Default

1 UsePanoramaViewer Boolean True

2 CaptureSoftware String n/a

3 StitchingSoftware String n/a

4 ProjectionType String Equirectangular

5 PoseHeadingDegrees Real 0

6 PosePitchDegrees Real 0

7 PoseRollDegrees Real 0

8 InitialViewHeadingDegrees Integer 0

9 InitialViewPitchDegrees Integer 0

10 InitialViewRollDegrees Integer 0

11 InitialHorizontalFOVdegrees Real n/a

12 InitialVerticalFOVDegrees Real n/a

13 FirstPhotoDate Date n/a

14 LastPhotoDate Date n/a

15 SourcePhotoCount Integer n/a

16 ExposureLockUsed Boolean n/a

17 CroppedAreaImageWidthPixels Integer n/a

18 CroppedAreaImageHeightPixels Integer n/a

19 FullPanoWidthPixels Integer n/a

20 FullPanoHeightPixels Integer n/a

21 CroppedAreaLeftPixels Integer n/a

22 CroppedAreaTopPixels Integer n/a

23 InitialCameraDolly Real 0

http://ns.adobe.com/xap/1.0/\0
http://ns.adobe.com/xap/1.0/\0
http://ns.google.com/photos/1.0/panorama/
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For embedding GPano metadata properties in JPEG images, the JPEG APP1 marker is
used with identifying signature ‘http://ns.adobe.com/xap/1.0/\0’ (accessed on 1 October
2021). This signature is present directly after the length field in the APP1 marker, as
discussed in Section 2. GPano supports both spherical and cylindrical images. Figure 3
shows the properties of each.
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3.3. JPEG 360

JPEG Systems Part 6 defines metadata and functionalities for a 360-degree image in
JPEG file format [13]. All properties of the JPEG 360 descriptive metadata are shown in
Table 5. The equirectangular projection (ERP) format is the default projection format for
JPEG 360, as it is the most-used projection format. JPEG 360 defines ERP as a map from a
unit sphere with longitude angle φ (phi) and latitude angle θ (theta), as shown in Figure 4.
φmin, φmax, θmin, and θmax are constrained by the following four conditions:

−360◦ ≤ φmin ≤ φmax ≤ 360◦ (1)

φmax − φmin ≤ 360◦ (2)

−180◦ ≤ θmin ≤ θmax ≤ 180◦ (3)

θmax − θmin ≤ 180◦ (4)

A smaller range than the full sphere can be defined by the above-generalized inequal-
ities, and it also helps to shift the origin (0,0) of the image according to the angle values
range. Additionally, JPEG 360 deals with the situation when the camera is not held upright,
and the direction of gravity is shifted relative to the camera’s coordinate systems. A vector
from the center to the point (φ gravity, θ gravity) is used for the Earth’s gravity, as shown
in Figure 4.

JPEG 360 defines the subregion of ERP as a viewport. The viewport is a limited region
of the 360-degree image to be presented to the viewer. The colored area in Figure 4c repre-
sents an example of the viewport. JPEG 360’s viewport information helps the viewer select
the initial region in the ERP image for rendering first. Metadata properties ‘ViewportPhi’
and ViewportTheta’ are coordinates of the center of the viewport. ViewportPhiFOV and
ViewportThetaFOV are the width and height of the viewport, respectively. JPEG 360 also
supports a viewport with edges not parallel to the edges of the ERP. ViewportRoll is the
rotation angle between a line-of-constant Phi through the viewport center point and the
center line of the viewport. JPEG 360 supports multiple viewports.

The JPEG 360’s metadata contain basic schema elements. The schema is expressed in
XML as a subset of W3C RDF for serializing and storing the metadata and is structured
using the XMP [9]. JPEG 360 defines a content type JUMBF super box with an XML box as
a sub box for JPEG 360 metadata. The 16-byte-type UUID in JUMBF description box for the
JPEG 360 Metadata XML box is specified as ‘0x785f34b7-5d4b-474c-b89f-1d99e0e3a8dd’,

http://ns.adobe.com/xap/1.0/\0
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and the default label is ‘JPEG360Metadata’. JPEG 360 also uses the APP11 marker for
embedding the JPEG 360 Metadata box in JPEG-1 image files.

Table 5. JPEG 360 metadata properties.

No Property Name Type Default

A JPEG360ImageMetadata

1 JPEG360Version Integer 1

2 MediaType String Image/jpeg

3 ProjectionType String Equirectangular

4 PhiMin Real −180

5 PhiMax Real +180

6 ThetaMin Real −90

7 ThetaMax Real +90

8 PhiGravity Real 0

9 ThetaGravity Real −90

10 CompassPhi Real 0

11 BoxReference String Conventional

B JPEG360ViewportMetadata

1 JPEG360ViewportNumber Integer 0

2 ViewportPhi Real 0

3 ViewportTheta Real 0

4 ViewportPhiFOV Real 100

5 ViewportThetaFOV Real 75

6 ViewportRoll Real 0

3.4. Comparison of JPEG 360 with GPano

We compared the metadata properties of GPano [35] and JPEG 360 [13]. The following
findings are presented:

JPEG 360 metadata cover all important properties of GPano metadata except cap-
turing and stitching software, photo dates, source image count, and locked exposure.
Although these extra properties are related to the stitching process, they are not related to
image rendering.

The JPEG 360 metadata property ‘BoxReference’ can aid a situation wherein the image
or part of the image codestream is supplementary.

JPEG 360 metadata cover the properties that GPano metadata do not. JPEG 360
PhiGravity, ThetaGravity, and compass phi can provide more information with regard
to the rendering device for realistic rendering. JPEG 360 metadata can support multiple
viewports. JPEG 360 metadata provide the ViewportRoll property, through which such a
viewport whose sides may not be parallel to the sides of the main image can be handled.

JPEG 360 is built upon the JUMBF super box, which provides compatibility with
previous JPEG versions.
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Table 6 summarizes the comparison. We can conclude that JPEG 360 metadata include
more than GPano metadata for 360-degree images.

Table 6. GPano metadata and JPEG 360 properties comparison.

No Property Supported GPano JPEG 360

1 Full ERP projection Yes Yes

2 Partial ERP projection Yes Yes

3 Cylindrical projection Yes No

4 Image codestream in different box (box reference) No Yes

5 Gravity No Yes

6 Compass Yes Yes

7 Multiple viewports No Yes

8 Viewport width and height No Yes

9 Viewport center Yes Yes

10 Viewport roll No Yes

3.5. JPEG-1 to JPEG 360 Converter

Here, it was found that all the existing spherical imaging services follow GPano
metadata format, and JPEG 360 metadata format may cover the GPano format. The
conversion of 360-degree images to standard formats or the insertion of JPEG 360 metadata
is needed to allow viewers to benefit from standard metadata for realistic and immersive
rendering. We developed a sample application that converts conventional JPEG-1 images
to JPEG 360. We hope that this converting tool will help 360-degree-images users and
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camera and software vendors to provide immersive services and avail full benefits of the
standard format in various markets.

In the conversion software, first, we investigate the existing metadata to find whether
the input image is spherical or not. Specifically, we look for GPano metadata, capturing
camera, and stitching software, through which we can identify that the image is spherical.
We call this part of the converter tool the “Input and Investigation Part”. Besides this
programmatic detection, we also allow users to embed customized JPEG 360 metadata if the
image has no existing metadata information and users still want to convert it. If the image
is qualified for conversion by finding projection format information or 360-degree camera
name or stitching software in existing metadata, then, in the second part, ‘Generating
Metadata’, the metadata values are read from input text file or generated from GPano
Metadata values. These metadata values are then formatted in JPEG-360-standardized XML.
Next, in the ‘Embedding Part’ of the software, we embed standard JPEG 360 metadata using
the JPEG-defined standard JUMBF box. Finally, the new bitstream, including standard
JPEG 360 metadata, is written to a new file.

Our proposed tool can also be used to see the existing JPEG 360 metadata in the file;
in this case, the APP11 marker from the bitstream is parsed to the metadata extractor for
the decoding metadata values from the JUMBF box containing JPEG 360 XML. Thus, our
tool allows users to see and update existing metadata.

A detailed description of the tool’s architecture and its implementation, along with a
flowchart, is provided in Section 4.1 below.

3.6. PTZ Panorama

We propose an economical standard panoramic image acquisition system compatible
with JPEG 360 from a single PTZ camera. The special-use case for our PTZ panorama
is capturing a wide field-of-view image of a conference or meeting. Recently, the usage
of virtual meetings has been increasing more during the ongoing pandemic situation.
Normally, conferences or meetings are broadcast using a variety of applications. In such a
situation, a remote attendee can see only the person or screen shared by the presenter, and
he or she cannot see the complete environment of the real conference hall. One possible
solution is that if our PTZ panorama with standard metadata is sent to the remote attendee,
then he or she can see the complete environment virtually with realistic feelings. The use
case is demonstrated in Figure 5.
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The environment of a room or hall can be covered using a single PTZ camera placed
in the center, side, or corner, resulting in horizontal 360◦, 180◦, or 90◦ angles of panorama,
respectively. PTZ cameras have a very limited FOV; therefore, the height of panorama
depends on the number of images captured vertically. We embed standard JPEG 360
metadata in the panorama using our converter tool. Since our panorama is not a full
sphere, the default metadata values are replaced by custom values calculated by ourselves.
Viewing our PTZ panorama with any JPEG-360-compatible viewer application provides
the exact environment.

4. Implementation and Results
4.1. JPEG 360 Converter

To convert conventional 360-degree images to standard JPEG 360, we implement our
algorithm as follows. Figure 6 shows a flowchart of the application. First, in the ‘Input and
Investigation Part’, the input JPEG-1 image metadata are parsed to identify the camera
model used, projection type, and JPEG 360 metadata information. APP1 and APP11 marker
segments are decoded for existing metadata values according to defined standards as
discussed in Section 2.3. Based on this information, the decision for conversion is made.
In the next step, ‘Generating Metadata’, input values for JPEG 360 metadata properties
provided in a text file are read. The user can edit the text file for custom values and can
add multi-viewport metadata. XMP packet-encapsulating XML is generated for metadata
properties according to the definitions of JPEG 360. In the next step, the XMP packet is
packed in the JUMBF super box with the JUMBF description box with the JPEG 360 ID
and default label ‘JPEG360Metadata’. Finally, the JUMBF box is encapsulated in the APP11
marker segment and embedded in the file.
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The application’s main feature is that it automatically performs JPEG-1 to JPEG 360
conversion if it recognizes the input image as a 360-degree image. Recognizing a 360-degree
image depends upon the camera model used and projection type information. If an image is
captured with a 360-degree camera, we can find camera information in the EXIF metadata,
as discussed in Section 2. A list of cameras capable of capturing 360-degree images is
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provided to the application. The camera model present in the EXIF metadata of the image
is searched in the list of the names of 360-degree-image-capable cameras. This list of
cameras is the output of our survey discussed above.

The projection type of the input image is found by parsing the GPano metadata
present in the XMP packet. If the input image is captured with a 360-degree camera or the
projection type of the input image is equirectangular, then the application automatically
converts the input image to JPEG 360. If the camera and projection type information is not
present in the input image, the application prompts users to choose a conversion.

The input image is also checked for JPEG 360. If the input image is already a JPEG
360 image, then the existing JPEG 360 metadata values are extracted and displayed to the
user. In this case, the user is prompted to update the existing values if he/she desires.
The application embeds the JPEG 360 default metadata; however, the user can also embed
customized metadata. Users can also embed multiple viewports into the image. After
the decision for conversion or update is made, a well-formatted XML schema framed in
UTF-8-encoded XMP is generated for the user’s input metadata. The JUMBF super box
containing the JUMBF description box is created according to the JPEG 360 standard with
the default label ‘JPEG360Metadata’ and XML box as the content-type box. The super box
is then encapsulated in the APP11 marker segment.

Finally, the application writes the marker into the input file before the commencement
of the scan marker. Figure 7 shows example screenshots of the conversion process, where,
in the left figure, it is shown that the input image is captured with a 360-degree camera,
and an ERP projection is found in the existing metadata. The input image is automatically
converted with default metadata. In another example shown in Figure 7, right, the input
image is not in JPEG 360 format, nor does it have information regarding the camera or
projection format in the file. The user is asked to confirm the conversion in this case.
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4.2. PTZ Panorama

The camera can be placed in the center, side, or corner of the room to obtain horizontal
360◦, 180◦, or 90◦ angles of a panorama. Based on the specification of our PTZ camera used
and multiple experiments, we decided that two rows (vertical two images) are enough to
cover the important area of the room. The camera that we used has a horizontal FOV of
63.7◦ and a vertical FOV of about 36◦. Thus, we needed 20 images to cover the scene from
the center (FOV 360◦ × 56◦), 10 images for the side (FOV 180◦ × 56◦), and 6 images for the
corner (FOV 90◦ × 56◦). A single vertical image can also cover the main scene of the hall,
so we can also have a panorama with an FOV of 360◦ × 36◦, 180◦ × 36◦, and 90◦ × 36◦

from 10, 5, and 3 images for the center, side, and corner, respectively.
We captured images with about 25% overlapping regions. Movement of camera and

capturing was controlled from a computer connected through serial communication and
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using VISCA (Video System Control Architecture) commands specified by the camera
manufacturer. The average capturing time for the camera placed in the center was 30.476 s
for 20 images and 23.263 s for 10 images, respectively. Similarly, when the camera was
placed on the side, 17.919 s and 13.761 s were used for capturing 10 images and 5 images,
respectively. Finally, when the camera was placed in the corner, 14.582 s and 11.685 s were
used for taking six and three images, respectively.

Images captured using the above setup were then stitched into a panorama. Stitching
was completed using the most popular method, i.e., feature-based image stitching. The
feature-based stitching consisted of features’ detection, features’ matching, homography
estimation, image warping, and seam-binding processes. The OpenCV 4.4.0 library down-
loaded from the official website [36] with ‘contrib’ modules was used for stitching. Key
features of captured images were detected using Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [37],
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [38], Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [39],
and KAZE [40] algorithms. Each algorithm has its pros and cons. SURF and SIFT detect
features robustly invariant to image scale, rotation, and illumination [41]. Random sample
consensus (RANSAC) [42] was the technique used for feature-matching of adjacent images
and estimating homography transform. Based on homography, the adjacent images were
warped. To remove seams, we used multi-band blending [43], the most efficient technique
for removing seams and preserving quality and a smooth transition.

Users can adjust different parameters and use the application easily with our devel-
oped Windows graphical user interface software, shown in Figure 8.
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Table 7. JEPG 360 metadata values for PTZ panorama.

No Property Name Camera in Center Camera on Side Camera in Corner

A JPEG360ImageMetadata

1 JPEG360Version 1 1 1

2 MediaType Image/JPEG Image/JPEG Image/JPEG

3 ProjectionType Spherical Spherical Spherical
Cylindrical Cylindrical Cylindrical

4 PhiMin −180 −90 −45

5 PhiMax +180 +90 +45

6 ThetaMin
−18 (rows = 1) −18 (rows = 1) −18 (rows = 1)
−28 (rows = 2) −28 (rows = 2) −28 (rows = 2)

7 ThetaMax
+18 (rows = 1) +18 (rows = 1) +18 (rows = 1)
+28 (rows = 2) +28 (rows = 2) +28 (rows = 2)

8 PhiGravity 0 0 0

9 ThetaGravity −90 −90 −90

10 CompassPhi 0 0 0

11 BoxReference Conventional Conventional Conventional

B JPEG360ViewportMetadata

1 JPEG360ViewportNumber 0 0 0

2 ViewportPhi 0 0 0

3 ViewportTheta 0 0 0

4 ViewportPhiFOV 48 (rows = 1) 48 (rows = 1) 48 (rows = 1)
74 (rows = 2) 74 (rows = 2) 74 (rows = 2)

5 ViewportThetaFOV 36 (rows = 1) 36 (rows = 1) 36 (rows = 1)
56 (rows = 2) 56 (rows = 2) 56 (rows = 2)

6 ViewportRoll 0 0 0
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JPEG 360 metadata values provided in Table 7 are embedded in the respective
panorama using our converter application. Output panoramas are compatible with the
JPEG 360 standard and can be rendered with the JPEG 360 standard supported image
viewer to enjoy a realistic and immersive environment.

5. Discussion

Our converter tool is a Windows console application developed in C++, as shown in
Figure 7. We believe that this is a novel work that implements the emerging international
standard. Our work enables the transformation of a large amount of legacy 360-degree
images into the standardized format, which provides a market to use the images in the same
format, which was a goal of developing the JPEG 360 standard. This application can also be
used to view JPEG 360 metadata in a JPEG-1 image. Users can extract metadata values and
use them according to their needs. It can be a basic unit in developing viewer/renderer
software for standard JPEG 360 images. We also used it in our PTZ panorama to convert
the obtained panorama to JPEG 360 format. Another advantage of this command-line
application is that it can be utilized using batch command to convert many files at a time.
The subjective and objective quality of the converted image remains the same as the image
pixels bitstream is not involved in the conversion process. This is a significant advantage of
the converter: visual quality is fully preserved. The file size is increased by approximately
8 kB after adding JPEG 360 metadata.

The limitation of the converter application is that if the user wants to forcefully
embed JPEG 360 metadata to a 2D image, the image will still be converted to JPEG 360.
Another limitation is that the user should carefully provide the metadata values because
the converter is not intelligent enough to check the values to understand whether the
values satisfy the constraint equations.

The PTZ panorama solution is cheap compared to standard 360-degree cameras
because the PTZ cameras are very low in price. The standard JPEG 360 metadata values
in our panorama are necessary for realistic rendering of the panorama, which helps the
viewer see the realistic environment virtually. In our Windows application, we provided
four options for stitching algorithms. A user can choose either SURF, SIFT, ORB, or AKAZE.
We compared the stitching time of all these algorithms. Table 8 shows the average stitching
time. We can observe that ORB consumes less time, and SURF and SIFT consume more time
than others. SURF and SIFT take longer because of their robustness. Based on experiments
on different input images, we found that SURF is robust in finding features, so it stitches
more successfully than the others. We provided two projection formats for the resultant
panorama: spherical and cylindrical. Although our resultant panorama is not a full sphere,
it is part of a sphere, and the situation is similar for the cylindrical format.

Table 8. Stitching time of different feature-finding algorithms.

Features
Algo

Position Center Side Corner

Config
Projection 2 Rows 1 Row 2 Rows 1 Row 2 Rows 1 Row

SURF
Spherical 17.862 12.258 2.992 1.048 1.978 0.529

Cylindrical 19.963 13.032 2.946 0.901 2.946 0.525

SIFT
Spherical 12.356 2.729 3.428 1.129 1.765 0.725

Cylindrical 12.865 2.824 3.386 1.16 1.82 0.682

ORB
Spherical 8.824 2.199 2.522 0.793 1.157 0.395

Cylindrical 8.046 2.623 2.28 0.599 1.195 0.400

AKAZE
Spherical 8.918 2.359 3.045 1.008 1.462 0.574

Cylindrical 8.82 2.236 2.936 0.975 1.833 0.581
All values are in seconds. Each value is average of 5 experiments.
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From several experiments, it is observed that when the number of input images is
more than 10, the stitching process becomes complicated, and visible seams appear in the
resultant panorama. Furthermore, the probability of stitching failure appears to increase;
other than this, the resultant panorama has no subjectively visible seams. SIFT sometimes
fails to find enough features sufficient for homography estimation, and thus, stitching fails.

6. Conclusions

We surveyed the format of 360-degree-related metadata followed by different camera
makers. We found that the GPano metadata format is followed by most cameras. JPEG
WG defined JPEG 360, a new standard format for 360-degree metadata. As a result of
comparing GPano metadata properties and JPEG 360 metadata properties, we found that
the JPEG 360 metadata format covers more than the GPano metadata format. Therefore,
it is necessary to convert a huge number of legacy 360-degree images in the market to
a standard format, which requires a converter tool. We presented our own developed
tool to convert 360-degree images from the conventional JPEG-1 format to the JPEG 360
standard format. This helps users convert their images to a standardized format efficiently
to achieve more benefits of metadata in designing different VR/AR applications. Our
implementation can be used to extract and view JPEG 360 standard metadata values.
Similarly, our tool can be used as a basic unit for developing image-rendering software
for omnidirectional content. As a practical-use case of our converter, we also proposed
and implemented a system of a JPEG 360-compatible panorama from a single PTZ camera.
This panorama will be suitable for broadcasting and recording a conference or meeting. A
participant attending or watching the conference/meeting remotely can see and observe
the environment more effectively through the wide-FOV, standard JPEG 360 panorama.
The proposed PTZ panorama solution is also cost-effective compared with state-of-the-art
omnidirectional solutions and cameras.

In the future, the JPEG 360 converter tool can be made intelligent to overcome the lim-
itations presented in Section 5 above. This will enable the tool to recognize the 360-degree
image programmatically and assess the input metadata values according to the constraint
definition. Similarly, in research regarding PTZ panoramas, the stitching time can be im-
proved to apply a non-feature-based stitching approach as the pan, tilt angles, and camera
parameters can be obtained directly from the camera for homography estimation. Thus,
features-finding, matching, and homography estimation can be skipped to optimize and
speed up stitching time.
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